I have been asked to introduce the 1987 ECHO under the title of, 'Only the Good Times'. The yearbook staff provided several suggestions which included examples of the good times as seen through the eyes of students, teachers, administrators and other school leaders. They even suggested I should reminisce about my high school days. I truly appreciated all the advice, but I knew the words I needed to convey the 'Good Times' message.

When I was a high school student the 'Good Times' were defined narrowly. Our academic course selection was limited, there were only a few sports available and clubs were sponsored for a select group of students. The good times came as a direct result of being accepted by the 'in' group.

Today's students still seek to be accepted. However, students of today can experience many different opportunities, concentrate on participating in activities and strive to improve in each endeavor. The truly 'Good Times' come from having made choices, participated to the fullest extent of your capabilities and then to seek the next opportunity to explore. For Webster High School students, the 'Good Times' are now!
ONLY THE GOOD TIMES
SENIOR 'GOOD TIMES'

The high school years. They're called "turbulent times" by many, but are known by most as "the rock-'nest times" of their lives. Only seniors have been through it all, so the question is asked: "What was your best 'Good Time' through the high school years?"

"Kansas City", Dru Anne Abernathy.

"On the ice sophomore year, finishing 4th at state; off the ice junior year, finishing 1st in the nation and partying at K.C.", Boy Chad Caruthers.

"Running with K.K. to Mr. Hoffmann's class so we wouldn't lose credit", Marny Clement.
“Sitting in the back corner of Mr. Muth’s class with Ronno, Mur, Shawn and Matt”, Ginger Fletcher.

“Eating grilled cheese sandwiches at the B&L with the rest of the Fab Five”, Kathryn Holian.

“Getting smashed at 3 out of 4 cast parties junior year”, Jaime Gartelos.


“T.P.ing Mr. Wojak’s VW freshman year ... and it rained”, Christy Morris.

“Spring Break junior year”, David Norlander.

“When I met Polo and when my mom went out of town on my B-day”, Robin Pace.

“Times spent with T.T. and coaching the girls’ soccer team”, Jim Purvis.

“Definitely not 6th hour gym”, Kim Taylor.
Most Athletic: Kenny Jackson and Shauna Putnam

Most Class Spirit: Jim Purvis and Brenda Gilmore

 Prettiest Eyes: Eric Dixon and Dru Ann Abernathy

 Biggest Class Clown: Devin Sauer and Brenda Gilmore

 Most Talkative: Jamie Gartelos and Susan Horak

Being a Senior Means...

... having your own car but not having a parking spot.
... wanting to attend a university but knowing you'll end up at Southwest.
... finally taking over the Roberts gym hall.
... long hours of contemplating a nasty senior prank.
... realizing you might actually miss a Friday night football game
... and sleeping through English class.
... remembering when school was a lot easier.
... being in the senior line dance.
... having a job but never having any $s.

This Junior, Ted Haase, has learned to accept his lowly status among Seniors when he jumps into a senior candid.

Can you calculate the angle of Tim Stephens' slouch in Physics class?

Trudy Distler is a sucker for a slouching quarterback.
BEST DRESSED: Glenn Woodruff and Tracy Wimberly
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED: Matt Cole and Alexa Walbran
BEST OVERALL PERSONALITY: Gary Ford and Melanie Fredstrom
BEST BODY: Earl Cookson and Nikki Ranzini
BRIGHTEST SMILE: David Norlander and Nicole Tucker

HOLD ON TO THE MOMENT

Single file and yet together,
We have shared our greatest days.
And we carry common memories
In different ways.
We will cherish where we’ve been.

I want to cry.
I want to shout ...
Want to let this feeling out.

Hold on to the moment.
Let the feelings show.
Hold on to the moment.
Never let it go.

I can picture us together
With my arms around my friends.
Just let me hold on to this moment,
Before it ends.
There was laughter. There were tears.
Through our four glorious years.
Lots of "cheer" comes in small packages as with senior Susen Nelson.
Glen Woodruff, voted best-dressed senior man, shows his casual side.
Senior Charlie Fuller is a coool rider.

Senior Brad Clutter takes it easy in the court yard.

Woody Warren and Steve Snyder finish up that homework that was due yesterday.
1987 SENIORS

Sora Sollenbach beautifies Kim Janey's long golden locks.

Eero Kangaslahte, foreign exchange student from Finland, always smiles brightly.

Nila Keefer apparently has nothing better to do than relax and gaze out the window.

Eero Kangaslahti, foreign exchange student from Finland, always smiles brightly.

Aaron Conrad likes to get some fresh air in the courtyard.

Eero Kangaslahti, foreign exchange student from Finland, always smiles brightly.

Kellie Feldmann and Shauna Putnam brew up a fabulous chemical reaction.

Jon Edmonson and Mike Alexander show what senior friendship is all about.
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Senior Marny Clement attempts the difficult "giggle, hair-toss" maneuver.

1987 SENIORS

Kaycee Cosgrove

Jacinta Crenshaw

Brigette Davis

Stephen Davis

Claudia Deriemer

James Dettlebach

Alisa Diaz

Sandra Dickerson

Trudy Distler
1987 SENIORS

Senior Wendy Warford is struck by a case of Senioritis on a spring-like day.
Senior David Norlander writes himself a note to get out of class; “Please excuse ...”

Joe Parente, everyones best friend in the hall, poses with seniors Jenny Wall, Tonie Reinfeld and Nikki Ranzini.

Christof Kheim and Laura Stallings study together before first hour English.
As Bill Beckman starts to dissect the fetal pig in Advanced Biology, Melanie Fredstrom looks on in disgust.

Seniors Tim Bishop, Frank Seitz, Dennis O'Brien and Ron Rosenkoetter eat lunch in the cafeteria.

Tim McGuire thanks Flo Ryan for writing him an admit slip again.
Seniors Penny Messerla, Kathryn Jayne and Cheri Brockelmeyer search for the answers.

Seniors Matt Cole and Debbie Eade show that there's more to Advanced Physics than meets the eye.
Kim Taylor takes a break from the hardships of 6th hour gym.

Senior Matt Watkins labors over yet another vocabulary test.

Senior Mike Alexander asks "'Wots' happenin' hot stuff?"
Jason Schwartz has that "super"-senior attitude.

Taking a break from his novel, C.B. Kennedy models his newest haircut.

Cathy Clark should know there's no escaping the halls of WGHS.
Senior Marla Moore shows support for her favorite cross-country runner, Kathy Robinson.
Seniors Jason Hoelscher and Craig Bock model the latest in gym fashion.

Enjoying your lunch, Libby Sheehan and Mary Gammon?
Mickey Osborn  Robin Pace  Marcia Pandolfi  Peggy Partney

Christy Pedersen  James Purvis  Shauna Putnam  Sharon Racen

Senior Nila Keefer, in a moment of intense concentration.

Carolyn Rangel

A group of seniors show that they’re not too superior to frolic in the leaves.

Nikki Ranzini
Joanne Redden
Jennifer Reed
Tonie Reinfeld
Don Rhodes
Samantha Richert
Kathryn Robb
Thomas Roberts
Edward Robinson

A penny for your thoughts, senior Ron Rosenkaetter.
Kathryn Robinson
Debra Roessler
Latosha Rogers
Ronald Rosenkoetter
Mindy Roth
Anne Ruttencutter
Sara Sallenbach
Amy Sanders
Devin Sauer

1987 Seniors

Sultry senior Julie Spurr
Senior foreign exchange student Mitsuru Ikeda at her new found home, WGHS.

The answer is on the tip of Glenn Woodruff’s tongue.

Senior pals Nora Buriks, Sara Sallenbach, and Sarah Weller.
Senior Woody Warren in one of his rare, studious moods.

1987 Seniors

Philip Strauss  Kimberly Taylor

Becky Thorne  Cynthia Thurman

Leslie Tiemann  Mary Townsend  Christopher Trager  Nicole Tucker

Wendy Vale  Kimberly Verity  Peggy Waites  Alexa Walbran
Keep your eyes on the book, senior Laurel McGee.

1987 Seniors

William Warren  Matthew Watkins  Keith Weinzerl  Christine Weis

Nancy Welch  Sarah Weller  Amy Weyerich  Joan Wheeler
The following seniors did not have their senior picture taken in a studio.

Melody Alexander
Sarah Andrews
Marjorie Barksdale
Scott Bernoudy
Kendra Brendel
Norvel Brooks
Christy Burchett
David Butts
Darryle Caine
Bradley Clutter
Richard Colingsworth
John Collier
Earl Cookson
Thomas Crenshaw
Patrick D’Amico
Eric Davis
James Farrar
Todd Filkens
Christine Gumerman
Ronald Hampton
Cornelius Harris
Patricia Higgs
Mitsuru Ikeda
Timothy Jackson
Vondell Jackson
Donald Jones

Veronica Jones
Roy Lambkins
Christopher Maldonado
Patrick Meyer
Ruth Mitchell
Danny Montgomery
James Nordmann
Dennis O’Brien
Damon Patterson
Ricky Perry
Leo Ragland
David Ruggiero
Ronald Scott
Della Simmons
Teri Sims
Jerome Smith
Donhali Stallings
Thomas Stanfield
James Starbuck
Nicole Swift
Marcus Taylor
Travis Taylor
Scott Townsley
Harold Washington
Clinton Williams
Those were the carefree days: no homework or deadline dates. Some of the best times were then, playing with Barbies and cars, riding Big Wheels and Trikes.

As children then, high school seemed so big. We never imagined getting this far. Those times have changed; we’re seniors now. We have responsibilities, dreams and self-expectations.

It’s fun to look back and remember those days. Times will keep changing as we grow older, but the past will remain for us to cherish forever.

So browse through the pages and guess who the pictures are; those fat-cheeked, cute kids are going to go far.
JUNIORS
Good Times with the Class of 1988"
Top photo: GORDY WOODRUFF and BARRY JAYNES, friends 'til the end. Above left: NICOLE HAMMONDS taken by surprise in the library. Above right: Junior JULIE JONES in the Christmas Spirit.
DEE DEE MATTHEWS and CHRIS WILHELM relaxing in the atmosphere of the library.

Yet another exciting day at Webster High for JEREMY McCONNELL.

ONLY THE GOOD TIMES!!!
JUNIORS

Jennifer Christopher  Cathy Clark  Michael Cohen  Kristy Cooke  Morgan Collier  Brennan Collins

Dan Consiglio  Janie Corbett  Angie Como  Christen Correll  Jason Craig

Lisa Crask  Thomas Crouch  Lori Cummings  John Dames  Steve Deardorf  Anne Dehler

Julie Deppong  Pete Deriemer  Sean Devanny  Chris Devoto  Chris DeVolder  Thu Doan

Don't shoot PERRY GREG DODSON in his Halloween costume.
DEANE BERNOUDY and MIKE McCOLLUM make the most of their hall pass.

THU DOAN, what are you trying to hide?

JUNIORS
SHANNON MUNIE asks, "Where are the good times?"

A timid ERIC ANDERSON.

"The good times are now," states MARK WINKLEMAN.

TAMMY METZ makes another sale in the cafeteria at lunchtime.

Surprise, CHRIS DeVOLDER!

Charmyn Moore  Katherine Moore  Marla Morgan
No! No! ALICIA LaCHANCE that's not the exit.

ERIC ANDERSON snickers as he watches the bus driver chasing him in the rear view mirror.

As BRENNAN COLLINS and JASEN DUPONT ask how the library got the sofa intended for the student commons, TODD DUSENBERY, SEAN DEVANNY, JEREMY McCONNELL and ROSS NOWELS plead the 5th.

... what do you think?
SEAN WEINECKER giving his best rendition of 'Sammy'.

TIM JACKSON and CRYSTAL RANDEL — what a cute couple.

SARA BAILEY, a special Junior.

PETE HEIL kicks back in Home Ec.
JIM PURVIS and COURT WESTON looking scholarly.

"Only foolin'," says JEROME CHAMBERS

What time is it, ALISA SCHIEBLER
A portrait of BARRY JAYNES.

TED HAASE and ERIC SCHRIVER persuade MARCY CASTLE to go to gym.
The following Juniors are not pictured:
Deanna Allen
Charles Bailey
Tim Bold
Nathan Booth
Becky Coby
Sarah Campbell
Scott Carstens
Chad Coolier
Mark Cook
Christina Eason
Ted Ernst
Jeffery Fischer
Jennifer Francis
Jason Fuller
Patrice Heckman
Susan Hoch
Suzie Hoelscher
Katherine Hughes

Eric Johnson
Leslie Jones
Sheri Jones
Steven Kuneman
Bryan Medearis
Tammy Metz
Rosanna Mirobal
Jason Moyer
Laura Mund
Cedric Rhodes
Dionia Rodgers
Vincent Thompson
Andre Valentini
Chris Weeks
Chris Wilhelm
Bryan Williams
Jeff Williams

CHRISTY STACK says, "Turn the page and meet the class of 1989."
SOPHOMORES

Class of 1989
After making it through your first year of high school, you’re finally a SOPHOMORE. The stigma of being a Freshman is gone; you’re no longer the new kid on the block.

Baseball, not being a Freshman, not really standing out anymore with older people. MIKE MORHAUS
When people thought I was a Senior. ALEX-ANDER EVERETT
Screaming “Sophomores” at the football game. HEATHER NASH
Laughing at SUE KRAFT when she breaks her arm, leg, and neck out at Hidden Valley. JIM GEORGIA

Sitting by a fire and talking with friends about subjects that have no importance or meaning to any of us. JULIE STRATMANN
Listening to K-SHE 95 and partying and weekends and summer. ROBERT SHELVY
Hearing about TODD HERRMAN getting chased by a car in his Volkswagen 5 days after he got his license. JOAN MINNEY
Breaking my arm, leg, and neck with JIM GEORGIA at Hidden Valley. SUE KRAFT

The 1987 Echo yearbook staff asked the class of 1989: "WHAT ARE THE GOOD TIMES OF BEING A SOPHOMORE?"
My favorite good time is the weekend, Baby! CONSTANCE BAILEY

To go to parties or just hang out in Old Orchard. COLLEEN HASELHORST

MELISSA REDMOND desperately searching through her locker.

KERRY DEPPON, CATHY COOKSON and SHERRI MONTGOMERY are proud to be the only sophomores on the varsity softball team.
Computer whiz, BRETT McMILLAN, diligently works on his assignment.

I like to spend time shopping with friends. SHAWNA ANDES

Going to the school football and basketball games. DANIDA NELSON

DOMINICK KWENTUS, please turn around or tell us the joke.

BRIAN KNAPP, surrounded by beautiful sophomore women.

ERIN FULLER, MICHELLE KENNOY and JOAN MINNEY.
HILARY SHAEFER, TARA BRANSTETTER, and STACY GALLINA were photographed last Fall in the Courtyard.
ANDY RYAN with that winning smile.

Alexander Everett
Angie Ferguson
Larmar Fitzgerald
Andy Fondaw
Dave Fonner
Julia Fox
Daniel Fritz

Don Fugate
Erin Fuller
Brad Fyffe
Stacy Gallino
Jim Georgia
Lance Gilbert
Niya Gima

Elizabeth Gotsch
Joe Gowen
Eric Grau
Jennifer Greathouse
Connie Gumerman
Corrina Gunter
Kevin Hall
The ECHO staff asked, "What are the good times of being a Sophomore?"

Getting my driver's license. KEVIN WALLACE

The favorite good time is not being a Freshman anymore. KELLIE EDWARDS

SOPHOMORES

SARAH YAHNKE and JACKIE MANN enjoy the fresh air on the steps of Roberts Gym.
Being with James Magill.
SHANNON TATE

Going to Sophomore football games. MICHHELLE LYNN

KURT JONES and JEFF KEENE pose for the ECHO photographer.
DAN FUGATE and his women, SUE KRAFT and JESSICA MEDFORD.
Kristan Mont  Shari Montgomery  Kai Moore  Michael Morhaus  Lydia Morse  Leslie Mueller  Shannon Mueller
Keith Mullen  Christian Mullgardt  Chris Murphy  Rob Murray  Chris Nahm  Heather Nash  Donita Nelson
Kevin Nentwig  Jim Newlin  Jodie Nicolaus  Charles Norris  Trisha Oaks  Tim Oates  Mike O'Donnell

Class of 1989

MIKE WILBORN takes a break from Basic Art to get a refreshing drink.
"Wow! Yellow and blue make green," exclaims DAVID STEWART.

MISS KAREN LACEY, President of the Sophomore SSC.
CAMMY WEYRICH washes his hands after finger painting in Mr. Drake's art class.

LAN DODSON, Varsity Hockey player, eats an orange (school color) a day to keep the hockey puck away.
ERIN HOFFNER and CAMILLE KELLETT take a camera break in the library.

Bill Spyker  Ruben Stallings  Bob Stanze  David Stewart  Liz Stifel  Ann Stillwell  Joseph Stockhus

Julie Stratmann  Holicia Strickland  Sherwin Strickland  Kathy Swank  Anna Topia  Shannon Tate  Lynn Taube

RICHARD JOHNS, EMILY MASON, EMILY JONES and MICHELLE BROCKMAN learn to mix colors in Mr. Drake's art class.
LESLEI MUELLER, watch your step.

Christopher Teague  Nick Temple  Wrenn Terrill  Bill Thomas  Sara Thorne  Lamont Thornhill  Tish Totterer

Nikki Townsend  Ron Trevino  Shelley Tuckson  Cyndi Turner  Tiffany Turner  Michael Tyse  Peter VonLeunen

BRETT McMILLAN proves it's a pleasure to eat in our school cafeteria.
SUE KRAFT is always ready with a smile.

TODD OLIPHANT shows his Sophomore attitude.

William Ward  Jill Warren  Cleveland Washington  Kris Washington  Adrianne Watson  Steve Watson  Carol Webber

Chad Venable  Eric Vineyard  Logan Vits  Eunice Wallace  Keith Wallace  Kevin Wallace  Jennie Ward

"ONLY THE GOOD TIMES"
FRESHMEN
CLASS OF 1990
JON SEVERSON and BRIAN BENZ were taking their usual break in the courtyard at lunch time.

AMY NEA and ANDREA COCHRAN were caught by the ECHO photographer cutting through the courtyard between classes.
MARSHA COOPER: What are you working on in Ms. Weller's art class?

DANA ROPER: Really likes his New York Hard Rock cafe T-Shirt.
KYLE ROBB was lost in a book in our school library.

A relaxed PHILIP BRYANT seems to enjoy Webster High School.
ANGIE FULSOM, like many WGHS students, starts her day at her locker and ends her day there.

PETER SCRIBNER makes a quick phone call before the big game at Hixson Jr. High.
DARIUS GORDON has that freshman attitude.
JASON TILFORD and his skateboard.
Jenny Krajcovic  Chris Kroenlein  Sarah Krueckeberg
Pete Lampros  Michele Landa  Richelle Landa  Steven Long  Vicky Larkins
Mike Lauck  Bron Launsby  Lisa Lee  Dawn Lehnert  Kerry Lingle
Annie Lunn  Angel Lunn  Troy Macklin
In the cafeteria the ECHO photographer found (standing) SARAH HOPPER, VICKIE MANN, CLARE FURAY, (sitting) ADRIENNE NOLL, and DEBBIE JOST kind enough to have their picture taken before returning to class after lunch.
KEISHA GRIFFIN looks back over her freshman year and said, "It was a good time."

TERESA FULLER will remember 3rd floor after school ... good times!
TODD DUSENBERY works on his skate board technique, but Todd, wouldn't you go faster on the skate board?

DARLENE PARISH and NICKI FORD pose for the ECHO yearbook photographer.
No, no, STEVE WALL, wouldn't a ramp be easier for your skateboard?

JENNY KRAJCOVIC and SARAH CASANOVA are happy freshmen and love to be Webster Statesmen.
Freshmen take art. GWEN KEENEY loves it.

Donna Smith  Frances Smith  Holly Smothers  Jeff Speaks  Dean Sporich  Mari Spyker  Cort Stohl

Leslie Stahl  Shannon Stamps  Mike Stanze  Brian Stemmler  Joug Stockenberg  Nicole Stoughton  Jennifer Strauss
Ms. Bradley's freshman art student, SCOTT DUNAVANT, enjoys fifth hour Basic Art.
Lesley Timpe  Annie VanDoren  Jacki Verity  Nick Walker  Steve Wall  Mary Wallace  Amanda Ward

Andre Washington  Carrie Watkins  Chris Watkins  Holly Welch  Julie Welch  Chris Wersching  Sean Westfall

Upper left: MELISSA COUNTS, a happy freshman, looking forward to the next 3 years at WGHS.
Upper right: DAVID HAYES is a favorite in Ms. Boren's advisement.
Right: ELIZA MEYER and THAEDRA NALE — freshman friendship.
Upper left: JACK VERITY, ANNE DIMARICELLI and AMANDA WARD spend their free time at lunch time in the courtyard.
Upper right: LIZ PARTRIDGE with the winning freshman attitude.
Left: TIM HULL and CORT STAHL meet after school in the courtyard.

Freshmen not pictured:
Michelle Booth
Malaika Dorsey
Leonard Gillam
Carrie O'Brien
Paul Tidwell
Sean White
This year's Varsity Football Statesmen started the year with a lot of pressure on them. They were expected to live up to their three recent league championships. Although they could not capture the championship again, Coach Jones still feels they had a good year.

After realizing that the championship was no longer in reach, the Statesmen still worked hard and played tough, but the odds were often against them. At times it seemed whenever they got a big play it would be annulled by either a penalty or a fumble.

This year's defense, one of the best in the area, was led by defensive backs JIMMY FARRAR and VINCENT THOMPSON, and linebackers CHRIS ALT and MARK THORNHILL. The defensive line was anchored by ROBBIE ROBINSON, EARL COOKSON, and PAT McGUIRE.

On offense the team was led by quarterback TIM STEPHENS who threw for a school record 11 touchdown passes. Stephens' primary receivers were STEVE DAVIS, JASON McINTOSH and VONDELL JACKSON. On the ground the Statesmen relied on senior DAN EGGER to carry for the tough yardage.

Although the players expected to do better than their 5-4 overall record, the 1986 Football Statesmen achieved more positive than negative results.
Matt Arrandaile adds the extra point after Webster touchdown.

Tim Stephens relays the play to the rest of Webster's offense.
JASON McINTOSH returns a punt after Webster's defense stops the opposition.

Head Coach JACK JONES and Assistant Coach WALTER SMALLWOOD contemplate Webster's next move.
Top right: Webster’s offensive line gives TIM STEPHENS plenty of time to complete a long pass. Middle right: CHRIS BOERNER relaxes on the sideline after making one of his three interceptions. Above: ROBBIE ROBINSON is an imposing figure to Webster’s opposition. Right: STEVE DAVIS and NATHAN BOOTH relax on the sideline as Webster’s defense takes over.
SOPHOMORE FOOTBALL

First row: James Magill, Todd Oliphant, Dan Branson, Jim Brugman, Pierre Jeanty, Mike Hamilton, Tony Calvin, Scott Hannigan.
Third row: Matt Daniels, Peter Van Leunen, Dan Fugate, T. Smith, John Robinson, C. Powell, Dan Fritz.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL

First row: Steve Long, Joey Keene, Brian Benz, Jim Hoag, Shaun Mulholland, Eric Keeneey, Mike McLaughlin, Carlos McIntosh.
Second row: Jon Sertas, Myron Gordon, Philip Bryant, Tyrone Dixon, Jack Templeton, Peter Works, Nathanael Magre, Terrance Randolph.
Third row: Troy Macklin, Tracy Forrest, Alex Bourne, Larry Williams, Jason Christopher, Tony Ewing, Robert Pace, Ray Hawkins.
Finishing the year with nine wins, the 1986 Varsity Soccer Statesmen ended the season with the best record since 1982. Even with achieving this they weren’t satisfied with their 9-13 record. Their goal for the season was to finish above the .500 mark.

The team lacked experience and a little luck. Much of the season was plagued by missed opportunities. With only five seniors on the team some of the season was spent finding out which player was right for each position. The offense was led by DANNY CONSIGLIO and DAVID TABSCOTT while co-captains BARRY JAYNES and COURTNEY WESTON headed the defense. JAYNES was voted the Most Valuable Player and senior DANNY BLACK was the most improved player award.

Although the team didn’t meet their expectations they still feel they had a good year. Next year’s team promises to be even better because of the success of the sophomore team which finished 13-2-3.
J.V. SOCCER

The 1986 Co-Ed cross country team was relatively larger than it has been in previous years. With the new Freshman additions, the team feels they have great potential for next season. This year the team did quite well with sophomores EMILY JONES and SARA THORNE, qualifying for the sectional meet and junior ZACH AULT making it all the way to State. Other standouts on the team were morale boosters AARON SMITH and BILLY LaCHANCE.

Team members were satisfied with this season’s efforts and look forward to next year. Senior WENDY WARFORD remarked, “This season has been a lot of fun and we’ve all developed a good sense of comradery.” Fellow teammate PAUL WENTZIEN, a junior, also stated, “I think the team for 1987 has a bright future. I’m looking forward to see how well we can do.”

... the team feels they have great potential for next season.
Overall the 1986 Girls' Tennis Team had an average year, with a record of 3-5. It was a wet season with eight matches being rained out, but team members kept their spirit up. The highlight of the season was when doubles team, junior Heidi Prah and sophomore Corrina Gunter made it to State, but were knocked out in the finals 6-7, 6-7. Team members are confident about next season since many players will be returning. Teammates feel this year was a good learning experience and believe that next year will be a winning one.


Christen Correl  Corrina Gunter  Betsy Herron  Erin Hoffner

Mitsuru Ikeda  Julie Jones  Nina Karlsson  Dee Dee Matthews

Kristan Mont  Leslee Mueller  Heidi Prah  Liz Romines
With four wins this year, varsity volleyball was much improved from last season. Knowledge of the game and the basic skills was much improved. The three seniors, ANNE BOLLINGER, MARSHA BENNETT and LESLIE TIEMANN, were major factors on the team. Next season, with a lack of height and experience, COACH STALLINGS will be looking to juniors SUSAN BLOEMKE and KAREN WALLACE to head the team.
Plagued by the injury of senior MARNY CLEMENT and a lack of experienced players, the Girls Golf team was not quite "up to par" this season.

Senior BITSY BERGMAN placed sixth at the state meet, although the team as a whole was unable to participate.

COACH PHIL WOJAK summed up the season in one word — "disappointing."

"We could've done well if we had had all the girls we should've, but I enjoyed the girls we had," said Wojak.
COACH HOLDMAN said, "In my last five years of coaching this year's team has had the best attitude and discipline. They've given it their best and worked hard non-stop since the middle of August."
Above left: Senior JOELLE ADORJAN gets a hit while coach JOE HOLDMAN coaches from 3rd base.
Above right: Sophomore SHERI MONTGOMERY gets set.
Bottom: Junior SARA BAILEY warms up the pitcher.

Right: COACH HOLDMAN gets the team fired up!
Lower left: Aw-w-w she's safe.
Middle: Senior SARA LLOYD pitches a strike.
Lower right: Senior AMBER ATKINSON hits a ball to right field.

Winter Sports
Varsity Basketball

6'5 forward BRYAN LAWS goes up and over a Normandy player.

THOMAS ROBERTS' quick hands prove to be too fast for his U-City opponent.

Three of Webster's starters, PAUL KING (top) DAVID NORLANDER (middle) and JEROME CHAMBERS (bottom) show their good free throw shooting form.

The Varsity Basketball team started the year with a big question mark looming over them. Would they be able to play as well as the teams of recent years? Only the team knew the answer to that question, and it didn't take long for them to convince skeptics that they could definitely handle the pressure.

At the beginning of the season things looked bleak for the Statesmen. With only one returning starter the team definitely lacked experience. But, the Statesmen proved that hustle and aggressive play sometimes out weigh experience.

The next area of concern was their overall size. They lacked the height advantage of years past. This caused coach Tim Moore to change the Statesmen's game plan to one of speed and high pressure. For this he definitely needed some quick guards, Thomas Roberts and Dwayne Kemp. They both have excellent dribbling ability, good speed, and play intelligently. Next on Moore's wish list were two tough forwards. The names Jerome Chambers, a tough rebounding 6'4 junior, and David Norlander, a 6'3 senior with a nice jump shot, quickly came to mind. This left only one spot to be filled. That spot was, of course, already reserved by Webster's own 6'4 Mr. Basketball, Paul King.

At the end of the regular season the Statesmen were 19-6 and ranked 5th in the St. Louis Post Dispatch. They won the Meramec Tournament and were Suburban South Conference champions.
Basketball Statesmen

Tony Calvin

Jerome Chambers

Eric Johnson

Dwayne Kemp

Paul King

Bryan Laws

David Norlander
Matt Arrandale shows that he knows how to control the ball.

Tony Calvin shows Hazelwood Central how to drive the lane.

(Right): Chuck Washington puts up an outside jumper.

(Above): Steve Watson looks for the open man.

**Sophomore Basketball Team**

**Freshmen Basketball Team**

Girls Varsity Basketball

Alyson Biggs
Rebecca Carlson
Janie Corbett
Vita Isom

Gloria McCollum
Ingrid Montroy
Marla Moore
Beth Nunnelee
Girls Basketball


Left to right: Ethel Davis, Julie Cronin, Cindy Turner, Adrianne Watson, Teresa Rusen, Coach Sanford, Jennifer Salazar, Shari Montgomery, Masha Williams, Cantrese Powell, Shelley Tuckson, Michelle Brockmann.

Left to Right: Stephanie Yandell (mgr.) Carrie Goodman, Stephanie Hoard, Holly Smothers, Meshall Bell, Elois Jackson, Sherri Yandell, Malaika Dorsey, Darelle Edwards, Rachel Johnson, Niki Bennett, Mary Wallace, Sarah Krueckeberg, Sonya Miner (mgr.)
Hockey Cheerleaders

Kneeling: Heidi Prah, Chrissy Liston, Joan Wheeler, Alison McIlvain, Angela LaPresia, Standing: Cindy Budzinski, DruAnne Abernathy, Joelle Adorjan, Laura Stallings, Melanie Fredstrom, Kim Lavender. (not pictured: Kendra Brendel)
Varsity Wrestling

Carl Stallings, Coach

Craig Bock  Tony Davis  Tom Gowen  Russell Green  Brian Jones  Kurt Jones

Barry Morrison  Carry Morrison  Sean Moulton  Jim Nease  Donnie Stallings  Coach Stallings
J.V. Wrestling

Front row: Jim Graner, Tim Werner, Bron Launsby, Ruben Stollings, Pete Conrad. Back row: Jack Templeton, Chad Cossey, Mark Piorozzi, Philip Bryant, Bryan Barts, Tony Chetta, Mike Lauck.
This year’s musical “Guys and Dolls” was a huge success as usual.
The football team suffered a heart-wrenching loss to Kirkwood in the Turkey Day game, losing 19-16 in overtime.

A questionable call in the first half, which denied the Statesmen the extra point after a touchdown changed the outcome of the game.

With the score 13-6 in favor of Kirkwood, Tim Stevens found Vondel Jackson again, this time on a pass-and-run play that covered 77 yards and gave the Statesmen a 13-13 tie just under four minutes left to play.

As if the game needed any extra drama, it’s overtime.

In overtime in Missouri each team gets four cracks to score from the 10 yard line. Webster’s Nathan Booth went 5 yards on first down, but the next two runs gained just 2 yards. Mark Arondale, whose extra point sent the game into overtime, then made a 20-yard field goal that gave the Statesmen a 16-13 lead.

Kirkwood then had its turn. The Pioneers almost lost the game on their first play when Derrick Scott fumbled a pitch from quarterback John Mather. Scott recovered the ball, but lost 4 yards. Kirkwood then rallied for a touchdown, on fourth down and inches, to win the game 19-16.

Despite the loss, Webster still holds a 40-27-5 lead in the series.
T-DAY
ACTIVITIES
PEP ASSEMBLY

The 1986 Turkey Day assembly was described by many as the best one yet. With "Movies" as the theme you could walk down the halls and find characters such as Freddie Kruggar, The Terminator, Donald Duck, Barney Rubble and even Winnie the Pooh. All the decorations were made by Senior SSC, Sophomore SSC, Pom Pon's, and Cheerleaders. The senior line dance featured "On Broadway," "Walk This Way," and "Louie, Louie."

Top left: Seniors TIM STEPHENS and CHRISSY WOJAK concentrate on doing the senior line dance. Top right: Pom Pon captains SUSAN HORAK and WENDE TERRILL introduced the Pom Pon squad to the Pep assembly. Middle: 1986 Friendship Queen NICOLE TUCKER leads her line in what some have called the best senior line dance ever. Left: Sophomores show their class spirit. Above: The Marching Statesmen show they can keep a pep assembly lively and exciting.
"The Pep assembly was fast-paced, spirited, and loud — the best we’ve had in years.” Ms. Martha Lane, Senior SSC sponsor

"The senior line dance was the best I’ve ever seen.” Ms. Mary Ellen Mognan, Senior SSC sponsor

"The Sophomore class should be commended for the fine job of organizing and executing the Pep assembly. The decorations were great, rented sound system greatly added to the clarity of the program, and the fans enthusiasm was spectacular. The line dance was great! The dance was well rehearsed and performed. Eighty-seven showed a lot of class.” Ms. Pat Voss, Assistant Principal
T-DAY ACTIVITIES
THE GAME

Top: Let the game begin! Above: The Football Statesmen get psyched up for the game. Above right: Seniors GINGER FLETCHER and BRENDA GILMORE with the bell before the game. Below: Webster fans cheer after the second touchdown that tied the game.
Left: Loyal Webster fans wait for the game to start. Above: bottom, DAN EGGERS taking a rest, hoping the score will change, and waiting to get back in there. Above: top, DON RHODES' face shows the disappointment of losing the bell. Below: left, Our cheerleaders show the temperature of the day, not the heat of the game. Below: middle, Quarterback TIM STEPHENS gives the play numbers. Below: right, The bell will be gone for just one year.
Turkey Day is a traditional time when spirits run high and rivalries are fierce. After the game both schools jointly attend the Friendship Dance to bury the hatchet for the night. The dance was at Kirkwood this year since the game was at Webster. Later during the night, both schools announced their Friendship Queen. The Webster Friendship Queen was NICOLE TUCKER nominated by Students for Awareness and Action (SAA). The Friendship Maids were JOELLE ADORJAN and ROBIN PACE nominated by the football players, NIKKI RANZINI and LIZ KRAFT nominated by the cheerleaders, ADRIANNE SMITH nominated by Student Service Council (SSC), JESSICA DUPONT nominated by the band.
At the Turkey Day Pep assembly senior BRENDA GILMORE shows why she was voted most spirited.

Top: "Seniors WILL "Walk this way." Bottom: Seniors CHAD CARTHERS and GLEN WOODRUFF doing the worm.

Seniors SUSAN HIRAK, MICHELLE HOLT and GINGER FLETCHER ring the bell violently while keeping the crowd in the stands full of life.

New Varsity Hockey player EERO KANGASLAHTI was initiated on T-Day.

Senior GLEN WOODRUFF decorated the wall in front of the Principal's office.

Seniors JON BAETZ and SCOTT BROWN finish a door poster for T-Day.

Seniors LIZ KRAFT (top) and AMBER ATKINSON (right) finish the senior poster with all the senior names.
"GUYS AND DOLLS"

Guys and Dolls opens to a Broadway scene and quickly introduces Sky Masterson, the "bet on anything" gambler; Nathan Detroit, the organizer of a floating crap game in New York; Miss Sarah Brown of the Save-a-Soul Mission on Times Square; and Miss Adelaide, the main attraction at the Hot Box nightclub whose psychosomatic cold stems from being engaged to Nathan for 14 years.

If Nathan can raise $1000 he can get a place to hold his game. The town is full of anxious crapshooters looking for action. He hits...
upon an idea. Nathan tricks Sky into a bet whereby Nathan says that he can name a "Doll" that will not go to Havana with Sky. Sky is sure of himself not only in gambling, but particularly with women, and takes the bet.

Nathan names Miss Sarah. Meanwhile, after the Hot Box Girls perform, Nathan and Adelaide plan to elope. Sky takes Sarah to Havana and the crapshooters play their game at the mission.

Going onto the second Act, Nathan backs out through Nicely-Nicely with Adelaide on their wedding plans. While the crapshooters are playing a game in the sewer, Big Julie is cheating and Sky comes to set him straight.
"Guys and Dolls" a big hit . . .

"GUYS AND DOLLS" CAST

Nicely, Nicely ................. Jamie Gartelos
Sarah Brown ................... Penny Messerla
Arvide Abernathy ............. Greg Wallace
Nathan Detroit ................. Drew Hasse
Miss Adelaide ................ Heather Haneman
Sky Masterson .................. Eric Drennen
General Cartwright .......... Wendy Warford
Benny Southstreet ............. Kyra Lawrence
Rusty Charlie ................. Terrill Randall
Harry The Horse .............. Brock Lodde
Lt. Brannigan ................. John Baetz
Angie The Ox ................. Aaron Hoyle
Big Julie ..................... Jim Purvis
Lupe Velasquez ............... Marci Pandolffi
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

The Pegasus Internship program is the culmination of the W.G.H.S. gifted program. Students who have been part of Pegasus select a special field of interest that is a potential career choice and spend two hours of each day with professionals who have become their community mentors.

Pegasus Interns from the bottom of the stairs to the top: DEE BECKHAM, CHARLIE FULLER, CHRISTOF KHEIM, SARA SALLENBACH, JULIE SPURR and MS. KAY WOJAK, sponsor.

The Webster Groves High Club, members of the National Art Honors Society: chapter 25, participated in several competitions during the year, went on several field trips to the St. Louis Art Museum, Laumeier sculpture park, Chicago, Illinois for the National Portfolio day and the Chicago art institute, were the highlights of the year.
DECA

Dennis Kruse, Sponsor

Distributive Education identifies a program of instruction which teaches marketing, merchandising and management. DECA-Distributive Education Clubs of America identifies the program of student activity related to Distributive Education and is designed to develop future leaders for marketing and distribution.

Objectives are (1) to develop education in marketing and distribution which will contribute to occupational competence, and (2) to promote understanding and appreciation for the responsibilities of citizenship in our free, competitive enterprise system.

WGHS chapter of DECA serves the school by running the Book Store in the cafeteria. The club is headed by: President Matt McDowell, Vice-President Glenn Woodruff, Secretary Joelle Adorjan, Treasurer Kendra Brendell.
Though Debate is an activity, it is also a class. Although it is not required that the debaters debate during the second semester, most members of the debate team have decided to help coach Wojak perpetuate a debate team for future WGHS debaters by debating second semester. The 1986-87 Debate Team strived to achieve this season. In the greater Saint Louis finals Sara Sallenbach took eighth place, Rebecca Carlson took ninth, and Richard Gowan took eleventh, out of nearly eighty students. The WGHS Debate Team was ranked eighth in Saint Louis.

This years WGHS Debate Team consisted of novice team debators, Terri Austin and partner Sarah Lloyd, Dana Barron and partner Jennifer Smutz, Tracy Moriarty and partner Karen Wallace and varsity debator Samantha Richert who debated with Zoe Briggs and Jennifer Huguenin who were on the team last year. This year’s Lincoln Douglass debators were varsity debators Rebecca Carlson, Sara Sallenbach and Wendy Warford, and novice debators Richard Gowan and Brock Lodde.

This years team put all of its effort into gaining points in the National Forensic League (The official debating organization for all high schools). The team attended a total of four weekend tournaments and five Tuesday night meets. In order to keep the WGHS Debate Team in the NFL, the team must earn a specific amount of points for debating in a certain period of time. All of the team members strived hard to help coach Kay Wojak reach this goal.
Webster Community Campus

Webster Community Campus (WCC) is now in its 16th year as a very unique opportunity for juniors and seniors to do volunteer work in their community. Virtually offered any two hours of the day, the course is designed mainly for students who wish to pursue job interests and career choices. Sponsored by Ms. Vera Imse and Ms. Kay Wojak, WCC also has many expectations. Weekly reports are due, which sum up the student’s learning experience of that particular week. Attendance records and reports from their bosses are all in their final grade.
(upper left) STACEY NENTWIG makes photo prints at the Camera Angle. (upper right) RICHARD GOWAN prepares a special salad at Augustus Moody’s restaurant. (lower left) LIBBY SHEEHAN folds warm heating pads for the patients at the Physical Performance and Rehabilitation Center. (lower right) LESLIE SELLERS works for the Recreation Department of Webster Groves.
What does it take to be a Thespian? This group is made up of Webster Groves High students who have worked on school productions for at least one hundred hours, either on stage or behind the scenes. The understudies undergo an initiation, where they're required to wear the traditional beanie for a week. After their trial period, a ceremony is held where the beanies can be removed and a certificate is received designating membership.

Karyn Bentley

James Gartelos

Jim Purvis

Wendy Warford

Kathryn Jayne

Eric Drennen

Heather Haneman
The purpose of the Public Affairs Club is to help students become better informed about vital issues facing the people of the world.

During the first semester the Public Affairs had two lectures followed by discussions on terrorism and how foreign countries view the United States. Second semester consisted of a lecture and discussion on apartheid. Visuals were shown on all three topics and guest speakers spoke.

Club membership is open to all classes. However, in order to be a member a student must have a C average and be recommended by either a Social Studies or an English teacher.
SAA is a student organization started in 1968. For the last five years Mr. Drake has sponsored the club. Students for Awareness and Action (SAA) meets once a week. First semester, they sponsored a dance. However, their largest profit came from a combined talent/fashion show. All the money went toward a scholarship for a senior in the high school, who was chosen by members of SAA.
National Honor Society
Ms. Paula Lindberg
Sponsor

Dee Beckham
Nora Burks
Rebecca Carlson
Morny Clement
Matt Cole
Jessica DuPont
Debbie Eade
Kristin Groetsch


Mike Rutledge, Aaron Smith, Mike Fonner, David Dysart, Jason Kenney.
Chris James

Alison McIlvain, Jessica Dupont, Susan Clark.


First row: Julie Jones, Mary Nagel, Cheryl Reed. Second row: Scott Bernoudy, Chris Weis, Peggy Partney, Dawn Kenney.

Marching Statesmen


Flags


Rifles

Heather Ault  
Jenny Casinger  
Nikki Corno  
Anne Dimarcellis  
Christine Draper

POM PONS

Sponsors: Joyce Waskow and Diane Stromberg

Nicki Ford  
Susan Horak

Angie Ferguson  
Jennifer Greathouse  
Betsy Heltbrand  
Michelle Holt  
Becky James
CONCERT CHOIR: (first row): Jill Warren, Michelle Hayden, Pat Higgs, Chrissy Liston, A.B. Kelly, Steve Ewing, Don Rhodes, Jay Atkinson, Terell Randall, Mark Scannell, Susan Bloemke, Sharron Dozier, Nancy Jackson, Karen Bentley, Corry Kessel, (second row): Emily Mason, Shannon Tate, Alisia Diaz, Heather Honeman, Matt Jager, Steve Snyder, Steve Davis, Kenny Laster, Nathan Booth, Kyra Lawrence, Jason Craig, Nicole Moore, Wilmetta Taliver, Kala Harris, Jenny Koenigsfeld, Nicole Williams, Pam Ray, (third row): Anne Liberman, Amy Weyerich, Susan Horak, Jeane Verity, Andrea Fox, Nicole Hammonds, Rob Brooke, Aaron Hoyle, Todd Herman, Alex Everett, Brock Lodde, Nathan Ivy, Eric Drennen, Nikki Townsend, Kathryn Jayne, Melanie Fredstrom, Vicki Boren.

The Choirs of Webster Groves High

(standing): President Eric Drennen, Secretary Crissy Liston. (sitting): Vice President Corry Kessel, Treasurer Steve Snyder.


The American Field Service, AFS, hosted four students this year. Beatrice Bomans from Belgium, Eero Kangaslahti from Finland, Marcia Baptistella from Brazil and Mitsuru Ikeda from Japan. Beatrice and Eero were sponsored by AFS while Marcia was sponsored by The Rotary Club and Mitsuru, Open Door.

Every year AFS and its club members help raise money for the exchange students to use during their stay in the U.S.A. by selling Christmas carnations, Pizza, along with other events.
The Student Legislative Board, SLB, is a group made up of representatives from the four classes. They serve as "the bridge" between the students and the administration. This year SLB worked on improving the student commons and other school issues.
The WGHS Student Service Council is a fund raising organization, geared to provide social structure for the student body and to earn money for senior activities. Through the years SSC has put together Turkey Day activities, assemblies and school dances. Other major projects for SSC are: selling concessions at basketball games, selling flowers and cards for the holidays, and buttons. All money earned is used at the end of the senior year, for picnic, prom and graduation.

SENIOR SSC

OFFICERS: Karyn Bentley and Ron Kwentus


**JUNIOR SSC**


**SOPHOMORE SSC**


Canned Food Drive . . . Christmas 1986

The 1986 Webster Groves High School Canned Food drive was once again, a big success. In fact, it was the largest collection in the history of Webster High. In the past, first hour classes collected cans. This year, with the new advisement program, all collections were made in advisement. Both top winners were freshman advisements. Ms. Kay Wojak and her advisement came in first with a total of 2,351 cans. A close second was Mr. Larry Horak's advisement with 2,252 cans. A total of 12,652 cans were collected this year. Last year only 6,356 cans were collected. The canned goods were delivered to Emmanuel Episcopal, Douglas Manor and Webster-Rock Hill Ministries.

First Place

Ms. Kay Wojak's Advisement

STAR

STAR is an organization sponsored by Mr. Jim Muth of the Social Studies department. STAR meets in the cafeteria every two weeks with a group of faculty and student volunteers to make sandwiches and food are delivered to the hungry and needy people in the St. Louis area.

Second Place

Mr. Larry Horak's Advisement

(Mr. Horak's advisement listed alphabetically) Cynthia Behnen, Nicki Bennett, Brian Benz, Simon Byrne, Rob Chandler, Mark Cook, Jerry Cottrell, Tara Dodson, Dan Egley, Jennifer Fricke, Betsy Heitbrand, Dawn Marx, Chris Matt, Mark Piorozzi, Shannon Stamps, Mike Taylor, Tim Whittaker, Mr. Horak. (not pictured, Sarah Hopper)
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS

1986-87

(not pictured: Chrissy Ekey)

Usa Alexander

Anne Fergusson

Uz Kroft

Nikki Ranzini

Lisa Alexander

Liz Engler

Anne Fergusson

Sarah Gauger

Liz Kraft

Susen Nelson
Robin Pace
Leslie Sellers
Amy Snyder
Jenny Wall
Pam Ray
Libby Sheehan
Tracy Tarpley
Andrea Wunderlich
SOPHOMORE CHEERLEADERS (bottom front, clockwise): Lydia Morse, Betsy Carson, Halicia Strickland, Shannon Tate, Wren Terrill, Nancy Jackson, Kerry Markland, Kerry Overall.
FRESHMAN CHEERLEADERS (bottom front, clockwise): Tammy Rennick, Sarah Casanova, Angie Thompson, Amanda Haase, Lyra Hall, Thaedra Nale, Melissa Counts, Rachel Zerbe.
The Echo newspaper, led by Editor-in-Chief Debbie Eade and Co-editors Jennifer Reed and Matt Watkins, took on a new look this year.

The paper utilized the Media Center in the design and production of its new nameplate and page headers.

Staff members are responsible for the entire paper; writing and typing their stories, selling ads, and constructing page layouts are among the tasks performed by the students in producing the monthly paper.

The staff is also responsible for the paper’s content. "The diversity of people on the staff added to the variety of stories in the paper", said Matt Watkins.

Most staff members enjoy their time spent as "cub reporters". "We learn a lot more about the school (than other students) . . ." said Shannon Munie.

The Echo advisor, B.A. Brady, feels that being on the staff is "a chance to develop a sense of responsibility and commitment. It’s more like a job than a class", she added.

Above left: Co-editor Jennifer Reed takes a break from the cut-and-paste of layout. Top: The light table is used by Morny Clement to straighten her page. Bottom: Leaning over her page, Amy Snyder puts final touches on her layout.

(not pictured: Anne Fergusson and Jason Schwartz)
The staffers of the 1987 ECHO yearbook have assembled only some of the Good Times that occurred in the halls, on the fields, and in the classrooms of Webster Groves High this year. A lot of hard work went into these pages, all 176. Each staffer was responsible for their own layouts, pictures, quotes and copy. There is a lot of individual as well as group talent in the pages of this book. We hope you enjoy it now and for years to come. Mr. Hoffmeister and the ECHO staff had a 'good time' putting this book together.
1986 was the year that . . .

The Statue of Liberty celebrated her 100th birthday on the 4th of July.

Terrorists in Europe and the Middle East continued their deadly attacks.

Millions joined hands across America to combat hunger, and 400 walked across the U.S. to protest nuclear arms.

The Chernobyl power plant in Russia blew up.

The Marcos family fled the Philippines last February. Imelda Marcos left behind 3000 pairs of shoes. New Philippine President Corazon Aquino was sworn in.

President for life "Baby Doc" Duvalier and his wife escaped from Haiti with millions of dollars.

"METSOMANIA" . . . the New York Mets came from behind to win the World Series from the Boston Red Sox in seven games.

Martin Luther King Day is celebrated nationwide for the first time.

The Challenger space craft exploded only 73 seconds after lift off.

Moonlighting, with Cybill Shepherd, was nominated for 16 Emmys.

Bruce Springsteen and the Street Band set record sales.

America wins the America's Cup of Yachting in four straight wins.

. . . and there was Max Headroom, the first computer-generated T.V. host.

President Reagan met Gorbachev of the USSR in Reykjavik, Iceland.

The big weddings of the year were: Sarah Ferguson and Prince Andrew, John McEnroe and Tatum O'Neal, President Kennedy's daughter, Caroline, and Edwin Schlossberg, Maria Schriver and Arnold Schwarzenegger, Actress Debra Winger and actor Timothy Hutton, Peggy Johnson and Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca; Prince Frederick Anhalt and Zsa-Zsa Gabor, and Dynasty's Heather Locklear and Motley Crue's Tommy Lee.

Drugs claim two sports stars. Len Bias, the University of Maryland, died of a cocaine-induced heart attack 40 hours after signing with the Boston Celtics. Pro-football Don Rogers was killed by cocaine just before he was to marry his college sweetheart.

Once in a lifetime visit from Halley's Comet. Next visit will be in 75 years.

We said goodbye to: James Cagney (86), Alan Jay Lerner (67), Ricky Nelson (45), Marlin Perkins (81), The Duchess of Windsor (89), Benny Goodman (77), Ray Milland (79), Hank Greenberg (75), Cary Grant (82), John Bubbles (84), Theodore White (71), Henry Moore (88), Georgia O'Keefe (98), Perry Ellis (46), Kate Smith (79).

The Lottery came to Missouri making a few people a million dollars richer and a million or two people more than a few dollars poorer.
Special Thanks To:

Herff Jones Yearbook Co.
Ed Donnelly, Representative
McLean-Wright Photography
Vincent Price Studios
Vazis Camera and Photo Service
Mr. Lee Drake
Ms. Betty Stanftleban
Ms. Flo Ryan
Ms. Verna Bundy
Ms. Terry Howe
Unit 102

The tradition of the "Kids" section has always been very popular. This year the 1987 ECHO yearbook staff decided to identify the pic's. Match the following number and name to the number and photo on page 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39.

... and the GOOD
TIMES go on ...
Central Office
Board of Education

Max Wolfrum
Superintendent

Sarah Caldwell
Assistant Superintendent
Secondary Education

Jeffery Orloff
Assistant Superintendent
Elementary Education

Jerry Knight
Assistant Superintendent
Business Operations

High School Administration and Staff

Don Anderson
Instr. Music

Dolores Ayala
Spanish

Nancy Bannister
Resource Teacher

Penny Barnicle
Latin/French

Jeanette Bickley
Math

Tim Bock
Industrial Arts

Vicki Boren
Choral Music

Marilynne Bradley
Art

Beth Brady
Journalism

Grant Brady
Media Specialist

Verna Bundy
Aide, Unit 106

Lynn Buss
School Nurse

Peggy Callihan
Business Education

Tom Canfield
Biology

Roxanne Cartwright
Resource Teacher

Nancy Cason
Spanish

Bob Chekudjian
Aide, Media

Emily Coonrod
Secretary to the Principal

Lillian Curtis
Counselor/Spanish

Eric Delabar
Permanent Substitute

Lee Drake
Art

Elaine Dubois
Physical Ed.

Robert Eastin
English

Dan Edwards
Principal

Edwin Eggers
Aide, AV

Olive Eggers
French

Betsy Enslin
English

Marlene Epstein
Resource Teacher
JOHN CASEY and MS. SANDRA JAHNKE, English teachers, show their happy teacher attitude we all loved this year.
Mary Sadlo
Secretary Unit 104

Betty Santtlenben
Activities

Kim Seidel
Art

Rosemary Seidel
Home Economics

James Shapleigh
Counselor/Social Studies

Howard Shelton
Spanish

Dotti Shippey
Physical Ed.

Diana Smilie
Business Ed.

Theresa Simon
Social Studies

Harry Smith
Math

Ed Stockwell
Asst. Principal

Diane Stromberg
Home Economics

Lynn Tatlow
Industrial Arts

David Timmermann
Intr. Music

Barb Towermon
Resource Teacher

Shirley Uptergrof
English Aide

Pat Voss
Asst. Principal

Ronald Wallace
Industrial Arts

Nancy Walters
English/Theatre

Martha Word
Home Economics

Joyce Waskow
Home Economics

B.G. Webb
Social Studies

Marjorie Weisentels
Librarian

Joyce Weller
Art

Pat Whittington
English

Gail Williams
Budget/Supplies

Kay Wojak
English/WCC

Philip Wojak
Physics

High School staff members not pictured:
Madelyn Burkholder, Accompanist
Tony Carosello, Instr. Music
Ron Carr, Media
John Casey, English
Robert Cheek, Instr. Music
Jan Kemp, Secretary Athletic Office
David Meyer, Science
Minnie Phillips, English
Jerry Solomon, English
Carl Stallings, Science
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Aaron Hoyle (11) 46, 90
Jay Hu (10) 60
Jennifer Hughes (9) 113
JENNIFER HULL (12) 19, Softball 9, 10, Public Affairs Club 10, 11, 12, Model U.N. 10, 11, 12, Tim Hull (9) 77, 87
Michael Humphrey (10) 69
Not Hurd (11) 46
Whitney Hutchison (11) 46
MISURIKUKA (12) 29, 33, 97, AFES exchange student 12, Stage Crew 12, Ushattia-David Ivy (10) 60
Hercy Ivy (11) 46
Kathy Ivie (10) 46
Diana Jackson (9) 117
KATHRYN JACOBSON (9) 29, Honor Roll 10, 11, 12
Mandy Johnson (10) 60

Sheryl Jones (12) 21, Band 9, 10, 11, Flags 10, 11, AFES 12, Honor Roll 10, 11, 12, VERONICA JONES (12) 33, SADD 9, 10, Honor Roll 9, 10, 11, Band 11, 12, Model U.N. 9, 10, 11
Jennifer Joplin (9) 77, 96
Eric Jordan (10) 61
Alexander Joseph (10) 69
Deborah Jost (9) 77, 80
Eve Kahans (9) 77
EBRO KANGASLANHTI (12) 11, 21, AFES foreign exchange student 12, Hockey 12
Christopher Kargus (10) 61
Nina Karlsson (9) 77, 97
STEPHANE KASCH (12) 21, AFES 9, Track 9, 10, 11, Echo Paper 12
Joe Keene (9) 77, 93
Becky Keefer (11) 46
NLA KEEPER (12) 11, 21, 25, Racquetball 9, 10, Echo Yearbook 12
Jeff Keene (10) 61, 95
Eric Keene (9) 77, 93
Gwendolyn Keene (9) 77, 84
Michelle Keenoy (10) 61, 57, 101
Camille Kellett (10) 61, 66
Jennifer Kelley (10) 61
A.B. Kelly (11) 46, 96
Leslie Kenner (9) 77
DWAYNE KEMP (12) 21, Basketball 10, 11, 12, Track 10
Mike Kennedy (9) 77
Quanett Kennedy (12) 21
Dawn Kennedy (12) 21, Band 9, 10, 11, 12
Jason Keenoy (10) 61
CORY KESSEL (12) 21, 143, AFES 9, Choir 10, 11, 12, Pom Poms 11, 12
CHRISTOF KHEKA (12) 14, 21, SADD 10, Honor Roll 9, 10, 11, 12, WCC 10, 11, 12, Pegusas 9, 10, 11, 12
Marita Kehm (9) 77
Kassy Kiker (11) 46
Heather King (11) 61
PAUL KING (12) 21, Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12
Brian Knapp (10) 61, 57, 95
Kevin Knoth (10) 61
Jonas Koensigfeld (11) 46
Linda Kokker (11) 46
Kirk Krabbe (10) 61
ELIZABETH KRAFT (12) 21, Track 9, SADD 10, 11, 12, STAR 11, 12, Cheerleader 12, Honor Roll 9, 10, 11, 12
Susan Kraft (10) 61, 62, 68
Jenny Krajovic (9) 78, 93
LISA KRAJCOVIC (12) 21, Soccer 11
Chris Krivenen (9) 78
Sarah Krueckeborg (9) 78
Jessica Kruft (10) 61
Steven Kunaman (11) 53
ALAN KUYENDALL (12) 21, 29, Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12, Yearbook 11, 12, Honor Roll 9, 10, 11, 12
Dominick Kwentus (10) 61, 57, 91
RON KWENTUS (12) 21, 91
Karen Lacey (10) 61, 64
Alaco Lachance (11) 46, 49, 96
Bill Lachance (10) 61, 96
Rebecca Lambert (10) 61
ROY LAMBONS (12) 33, Basketball 9, 10, Football 9, 10, 11, 12, SADD 10, 11, 12, Pete Lampos (9) 78
Michele Landa (9) 78
Richelle Landa (9) 78
ELIZABETH LANG (12) 22, AFES 9
Steve Lang (9) 78, 93
Angela Lapresta (11) 46
Victoria Larkins (9) 78
KATHLEEN LASTER (12) 22, Track 10, 11, Choir 11, 12
CASSANDRA LATHAM (12) 22, Model U.N. 12
Michael Lauck (9) 78
Bron Launay (9) 78
KIMBERLY LAVENDER (12) 22
Kyn Lawrence (11) 46
Bryan Laws (11) 47, 94
SANETTE LAWSON (12) 22, 61
Sonja Lawson (10)
Lisa Lee (9) 78
Dawn Lehnert (9) 78
Scott Lemen (10) 61, 93
Caroline Lemm (11) 47
Janell Lens (11) 47
DEREK LEU (12)
Annie Liberstein (11) 47
SARAH LLOYD (12) 22, 100, 101, SADD 11, 12, Model U.N. 11, 12, Softball 9, 10, 11, 12, Basketball 9, Debate 12, Art Club 12, Honor Roll 9, 11, 12
Kerry Lingle (9) 78, 99
CRISSY LISTON (12) 22, Cheerleader 9, Hockey 12, Choir 10, 11, 12, Thespian 12
Jolene Lomen (10) 61
BROCK LODDE (12) 22, Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12, Track 11, 12, Musical 11, 12, Debate 12
Michael Love (10) 61
ANGELA LOVITT (12) 22, Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Soccer 12
Sven Lowell (11) 47, 100
Laura Lunders (10) 61
Maria Luma (11) 47
Anne Lunn (9) 78
WENDY LUTZ (12) 22, Band 9, Honor Roll 10, 12
Michelle Lynn (10) 61
James Lyell (9) 69
Kevin MacBryde (11) 47, 94
Trent Macklin (11) 47
Troy Macklin (9) 78, 93
Debra Madson (11) 47
Trent Madson (11) 47
James Magli (9) 62, 93
Nat Maggie (9) 78, 93
Patrick Maguire (11) 47
Sean Mahoney (10) 62
Derek Man (11) 47
Stephanie Mann (9) 79
DAVID MAISONELDER (12) 22, Honor Roll 9, 10, 11
CHRIS MALDONADO (12) 33
Lisa Manibusan (10) 62
Jacki Mann (10) 60, 62, 101
Victoria Mann (9) 79, 80, 96
Heather Maroney (10) 62
Kerry Markland (10) 62
Rogier Markland (11) 47
John Marshall (10) 62, 95
Matthew Martel (9) 79
Eigger Martin (10) 69
GENERAL INDEX
ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF

MAX WOLFRUM, Superintendent 164

JERRY ORLOFF, Asst. Superintendent 164

ERIK HANSEN, Business Manager 164

DAN ANDERSON, Asst. Business Manager 164

DEE MOORE, Asst. Business Manager 164

JACK TROY, Asst. Business Manager 164

ED WELCH, Asst. Business Manager 164

SHIRLEY UPTERVORE, Administrative Assistant 164

PAT WOOLSEY, Director of Personnel 164

RITA TROY, Secretary 164

SUSAN BROWN, Secretary 164

RICHARD WYSE, Asst. Secretary 164

VICTOR MILLER, Chemist 168

MARY ELLEN MORGAN, Math 168

TIM MOORE, Math 168

DAN MURPHY, Physical Ed. 168

LIZ MURPHY, Business Ed. 168

VON MURPHY, Social Studies 168

JIM MURPHY, Social Studies 168

PATRICIA NICHOLS, Asst. Principal 168

PAMELA NICKELS, Counselor 168

BERNICE O'BRIEN, Math 168

JOE PARENT, Teacher Aide 168

SUSAN PATRICK, Spanish 168

ELIZABETH PECK, Aide Library 168

HOWARD PERKINS, Biology 168

LINDA PETRISCH, English 168

JACKIE FRATI, Aide Library 168

PETE PARCELLAS, Music 168

KENT RAGLAND, Math 168

PAT REED, Secretary Unit 102, 168

TERRY REED, Secretary Unit 104, 168

DAN REID, Social Studies 168

LUCKEY ROCK, Social Studies 168

FLO RYAN, Secretary Unit 106, 168

MARY SADDO, Secretary Unit 104, 168

BETSY SANFELIPE, Activities 168

KIM SEIDEL, Art 168

ROSEMARY SEDEL, Home Ec. 168

JAMES SHAPLEY, Counselor/Social Studies 168

HOWARD SHEPHERD, Spanish 169

DOUG SHAPLEY, Physical Ed. 169

DIANA SMITHER, Business Ed. 169

THOMAS SIMON, Social Studies 169

HARRY SMITH, Math 169

ED Stockwell, Asst. Principal 169

DIANE STRAMBERG, Home Ec. 169

LYNN TITTUNG, Industrial Arts 169

DAVID TIMMERMANN, Instr. Music 169

BARB TOWLE, Resource Teacher 169

SHIRLEY UPTERVORE, English Aide 169

PAT VASS, Asst. Principal 169

ROGER WILSON, Industrial Arts 169

NANCY WALTERS, English/Theatre 169

MARIE WARD, Home Ec. 169

JOYCE WHITAKER, Business Ed. 169

B.G. WEBB, Social Studies 169

MARION WEISENFELD, Librarian 169

JOYCE WILLET, Art 169

PAT WILKINGTON, English 169

GAIL BROWN, Guiding/Supplies 169

KAY WOJSKI, English/WHC 169

PHIL WOJSKI, Physics 169

STAFF not pictured:

TONY COROZZO, Instr. Music 169

RICK CARR, Media 169

JOHN CASEY, English 169

ROBERT CHEEK, Music 169

JIM KEMP, Sports Athletic 169

DAVID MEYER, Science 169

MINNIE PHILLIPS, English 169

JERRY SALOMON, English 169

CARL STALLINGS, Science 169
Although my contact with Jenny was brief, I was touched by her loyalty to her friends and family and her sense of caring about the needs of others. She was straight and open and had a sense of self unique for one so young. It is unfortunate that so few of us had an opportunity to know her.

Pam Nickels, Counselor